The Science Undergraduate Society of UBC  
c/o Science Student Information Centre, Room A150 - 6221 University Boulevard, Chem/Phys Bldg., UBC, Vancouver, BC V6T 1Z1. Telephone: 604-822-4235 - info@sus.ubc.ca - www.sus.ubc.ca

Present: Thomas, Carki, Teresa, Herman, Cassie, Haiger, Vanessa  
Regrets: Jasia, Swatti

Meeting started: 5:05  
Meeting adjourned: 5:54

Fundraiser: open up volunteering opportunity to science students so there is a direct science student benefit  
Lace up palooza nov 1-13th  
November 9: Hours people are available  
Haiger: 10-2  
Cassie: 11-2  
Herman: 12-2  
Teresa: 12:30-2  
Carki: 12-2

Wednesday: who is available to bake  
- Haiger  
- Cassie  
- Carki  
- Teresa

Next week: talk about how much we should charge each pastry/dessert and how much we should bake for fundraiser

Bake sale:  
ACTION ITEM:  
-Haiger email LUFK fundraising coordinator back about our idea  
-THOMAS/HAIGER/CATHY TALK TO RYAN WE NEED TO FIGURE THIS OUT, bring up cash float  
- brainstorm how to serve hot drinks!!!!!!! Haiger talk to julia  
- BOOK FRONT PORCH HAIGER PLS  
-Think of what you want to bake!!